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Abstract � The Spectral Domain Method is a very fast and powerful technique to analyse planar microwave

circuits� But analysis of complex circuits by SDM requires more computer resources� The bene�t of de�ning the

current basis function as two separable function is exploited to improve the run�time and memory requirements�

� Introduction

Passive planar microwave circuits and planar antennas are essential components of electronic communic�
ation systems utilising the microwave region of electromagnetic spectrum� As the frequency increased up
to unused frequency bands with more available bandwidth� the simpli�ed circuit theory� which is valid
at low frequencies� can not simply be employed for the analysis of the microwave circuits of interest�
Therefore� it is necessary to use full�wave numerical techniques and the Spectral Domain Method� which
is widely used in the literature� has been chosen�

The �rst requirement in SDM for the analysis of open structures is the de�nition of the unknown
current distribution on the metallisation� Therefore the �rst step of the analysis is to expand the
unknown surface current as a set of known basis functions with unknown coe�cients� It has been
shown and commonly used that a rooftop function as a current basis function allows the unknown
surface current on an irregular shaped metallisation to be de�ned� But this approach results in a large
numbers of basis functions for convergence� Balik has de�ned the rooftop function as a function of its
location in �	
 allowing subgridding� With this de�nition the discontinuity has modelled by �ne rooftop
functions whereas course rooftops are used where only slow changes occur in current distribution� The
pre�calculated basis function as a linear combination of the rooftop function as well as a current wave
function with a pre�calculated wave number was also de�ned in �	
�

The SDM is a frequency domain technique and requires repeated calculation of the impedance matrix
at each frequency point of interest� In ��
� the adaptive integration technique which consists of an
adaptive truncation and adaptive integration step has been introduced to limit the two�dimensional
continuous numerical integration over an in�nite surface because of having open structure to �nite
computer resources� In addition� the asymptotic form of the Green�s function� which is de�ned for
large values of transform variables� is used to calculate the impedance matrix� The symmetry in Green
function has also been exploited to reduce the run�time required for the impedance matrix calculation�

The enhancement introduced here is eective on the �rst and second requirement in SDM analysis�
It is developed to reduce the number of current basis function required in one dimension to speed up
overall two dimensional numerical integration� This is very eective and could give ��� improvement
in most cases�



� Method of Calculation

As mentioned previously� the unknown current distribution is expanded as a set of known basis func�
tions with unknown coe�cients� The known current basis functions can be either sub�domain or
pre�calculated functions� Both functions are de�ned as two separate functions for each direction as�
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and the Method of Moments requires a set of weighting functions� which is identical to the set of current
basis functions if the procedure is Galerkin�s� is de�ned by�
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where N � NxNz� The calculation of the impedance matrix elements is given by�
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With reference to equations 	 and �� equation � can be rearranged as�
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The integration thus splits into two dependent integrations� but the number of integrands is inde�
pendent for each integration in one dimension� The run�time for the impedance matrix calculation is a
function of the number of current basis functions used in both direction and can be formulated as�
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As seen in equation in �� the run�time required is problem dependent� If pre�calculated current basis
functions are used� the savings in computer memory and run�rime are even greater� In the author�s
experience� this enhancement gives around ��� saving for the one dimensional integration and ��� for
overall integration on most analysis� It must be noted that� as the current basis functions are de�ned as
two separable functions in both directions� the values of current basis functions at each integral point
are only calculated once and used during numerical integration for the entire frequency range�

� Analysis of Simple Low�Pass Filter

Measurement results and �lter dimensions are available for the microstrip low�pass �lter in ��
� This
�lter is analysed in order to demonstrate the improvement gained by the enhancements which is intro�
duced in this paper and to compare the calculated results with available measurement data� It must be



noted that overlapping rooftop functions are used as current basis function to model the unknown cur�
rent distribution of the metallisation of the �lter� The dimensions of the rooftop functions are �������
mm for the feedlines and ����� mm for the central strip� The total number of rooftop functions as
current basis functions is ��� ���� in x and ��� in z components�� As given in equation 	� the current
basis functions are two separable functions� and �� x�directed basis functions are used to derive ���
rooftop functions in both dimensions� With this de�nition� 	���	� impedance matrix elements are de�
rived from ���� sub�impedance matrix elements� Therefore the impedance matrix elements needed to
be integrated are reduced by ������ in one dimension� The S�parameter results are plotted in �gures
	� As seen in �gure 	� the calculated results and measurements are in very good agreement�
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Figure 	� Plot of S�parameters� magnitude for the low�pass �lter

� Conclusion

The feature of current basis function which is to be two separable function in each dimension is exploited
in this paper to speed up impedance matrix calculation that is required at each frequency point� More
than ��� improvement is gained without loosing the generality of the technique in most practical
problems� The low�pass �lter is analysed and results are compared with measured data�
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